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I wanna be a celebrity
So you will be obsessed with me
You'll sweat my style, want my man
Take my picture whenever you can
I'm gonna get me a famous face
And I'm gonna do whatever it takes
Botox, collagen, plastic surgery
Lose more weight then everyone will love me

Brainwashed

Why would I want to be
Anyone else but me
Not everyone I see
In a magazine
We should think differently
Find our own identity
And maybe then you'll be
In a magazine

Flash take my picture
Flash it's gonna hit ya
Flash take my picture

I wanna be a celebrity
And everyone will be so jealous of me
Rich, skinny, famous, pretty
But just in case I still feel empty
I'll just buy some self esteem
But I can't find it in a magazine
So maybe I'll just watch TV
It's easier than looking inside of me

Brainwashed

Why would I want to be
Anyone else but me
Not everyone I see
In a magazine
We should think differently
Find our own identity
And maybe then you'll be
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In a magazine

Take my picture
Take my picture
Flash take my picture
It's gonna hit ya

Don't get brainwashed by TV
Or every issue of US Weekly
What they wear and what they say
Is not the highlight of the day
Together our society
Should focus on reality
Find your own identity

Why would I want to be
Anyone else but me
Not everyone I see
In a magazine
We should think differently
Find our own identity
And maybe then you'll be
In a magazine

Take my picture
Take my picture
Flash take my picture
It's gonna hit ya
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